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Introduction 

Remember the basics of a Long Stock  

 

and the basics of a Long Put. 

 

Long Stock from an options greeks perspective has only a positive delta value, whereas the Long Put 

has negative delta, positive gamma, positive vega, and negative theta. 
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Generic Married Puts Rules 

 

• Select a bullish stock that is optionable. 

• Purchase the stock in lots of 100 to match the options contracts size. 

• Prefer a stock that has high options liquidity. 

• Create the married put by buying the At-The-Money (ATM) long put. 

• The role of the options is to ensure that the stock can be sold at the strike price regardless of 

how far it may fall, or to expire worthless if the stock does not fall. 

• A married put may be created when the stock is purchased, or later when directional risk is 

identified in the trade. 

• If the put is placed when the stock is purchased, then IV should preferably be low, but it is 

not critical as the role of the options is to expire worthless, or to be exercised. 

• If the put is to be placed when directional risk occurs to the owned stock, then have a 

system that clearly identifies the time to apply the married put. 

• The expiry date is dependent on the investor’s/trader’s requirement for protection; 

considerations would be tax rulings, dividends and the cost of the long put. 

• A longer duration to expiry will increase the cost of the long put. 

• If the selected strike is lowered, then the long put will be cheaper, but the stock will suffer 

losses before the protection becomes effective. 

• Married puts are a protective strategy that provides insurance for the underlying. 

 

Generic Married Put Structure 

 

Example: 

On 25 September 2010, XYZ is $112.10 and bullish, but there is risk of a downturn. 

Buy 100 XYZ                   112.10    Stock  

Buy 1 ATM Put 

Stock price 

Breakeven = stock price + long put cost 

ATM Married Put Underlying bullish and fully 

protected (no stock loss possible).  
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Buy 1 Dec 10            ATM 112 Put 

 

 

Married put, created ATM. 

The straight lines in the above picture represent the risk graph of the trade at the date of expiry, 

with the underlying value on the horizontal axis and the options value on the vertical axis. 

The bending line is called the “today curve” and it represents the options value as the underlying 

changes in value.  

The light blue vertical line is the “price line” and it shows the current underlying price.  For instance, 

if the underlying price increased (bullish) then the price line would move to the right and you could 

read the options value on the today curve. 

Buying this married put is acceptable, as the stock is protected ATM for about the next three 

months, which guarantees the investor/trader time to collect dividends.  
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OTM married put (protective put) 

 

Example: 

On 25 September 2010, XYZ is $112.10 and bullish, but there is risk of a downturn. 

Buy 100 XYZ                   112.10    Stock 

Buy 1 Dec 10            ATM    108        Put   

 

Married put, created OTM. 

Buy 1 OTM Put 

Stock price 

Breakeven = stock price + long put cost. 

OTM is less costly than ATM, but  the 

protection is at a lower price. 

OTM Married Put Underlying bullish and  partially 

protected (possible stock loss) 
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Buying this married put is acceptable to the investor/trader, as the stock is protected cheaply, albeit 

at a lower value than the cost of the stock.  An analogy would be taking an insurance policy on a car 

for less than the car is worth. 

Comparison 

The following diagram is a comparison of the ATM (red) and the OTM (black) married puts as 

described above.  You can see by the breakevens that the cheaper OTM married put will generate 

profits sooner, however, you can also see in the maximum loss line that the lower level of protection 

will allow for greater losses if the protection is required. 

 

 

Adjustments 

As a general rule, married puts are held to expiry by many investors, as the focus is on retaining the 

protection through to expiration. 

However, it is feasible for them to be rolled horizontally at 30 Days To Expiry (DTE) to avoid the 

worst of the options time decay if the investor wants to retain the protection for longer than the 

originally-selected expiry date.  This is achieved by selling the owned option and purchasing a new 

option at the same strike in a further out month.  This maintains the protection at the same strike 

for a longer duration, and can be executed by buying a calendar options strategy to ensure 

simultaneous filling of both options. 

 

 
There is no change in the two-dimensional expiry risk graph for this 

calendar spread adjustment as the risk graph picture does not reflect 

time to expiry. 
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Another possibility is to roll the married put vertically before or at 30 DTE. This suits the situation 

where the underyling has continued to rise but the original concern advising protection still exists.  

This is achieved by selling the owned option and purchasing a new option at a strike closer to the 

money, perhaps even ATM again.  This adjustment protects the recently achieved profits; however, 

the investor/trader should ensure the difference in the strikes exceeds the cost of the adjustment.  

This adjustment can be executed by buying a vertical spread (bear debit spread, also known as a 

bear put spread) to ensure simultaneous filling of both options. 

 

 

 

 

Protective put 

strike 

Stock price 

Stock has rallied Underlying has risen - protection is 

still required, but now too low. 

Buy 1 ATM Put 

Stock price 

Breakeven = stock price + long put cost 

ATM Married Put Underlying bullish and fully 

protected (no stock loss possible).  
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And also remember that a vertical roll and horizontal roll can be executed at the same time to gain 

the advantage of better protection for a longer duration.  This combination can be executed as a 

diagonal spread to ensure simultaneous filling of both options. 

 

Protective put 

strike 

Stock price 

ATM Married Put 

(locked-in profit) 

After adjustment the underlying is 

once again fully protected. 

Sell the original put. 

Buy the ATM put. 

Bear put spread Buying a bear put spread will achieve 

simultaneous filling of both options. 

There is no change in the two-dimensional expiry risk graph for this 

diagonal spread adjustment as the risk graph picture does not reflect 

time to expiry. 


